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By Jay Gates
Was there ever a month like that for bad 
weather? The terrible triplets, Storms Ciara, 
Dennis and Jorge, swamped the country with 
floods and gales, and even between ‘named’ 
storms the winds rarely relented and the rain 
seldom stopped. As the graphic here shows, at 
Bodmin Airfield during Storm Ciara we suffered 
sustained winds of 50 knots and gusts of up to 65 
knots, which is of course the threshold for 
“hurricane force”. Over the whole of February 
more than seven inches of rain fell on the runway 
– for younger readers, that’s 180 mm.
Needless to say there wasn’t a lot of flying. On 
only seven days during the month could a decent 
programme of flying be accomplished, and on a 
further two days, one flight managed to take off 
and land. That’s almost 70 percent of the month 
with no revenue – we recorded only 132 
movements during February and dispensed a 
paltry 820 litres of fuel, and the only visitor we 
had from any distance away was a Robinson R44 
that came in from High Wycombe for fuel.
We suffered a small amount of damage during 
Storm Ciara, with the car park fence being blown 
down, and the stalwart Roger Davis was in fact 

blown down the bank when he tried to fix it. 
A few decades ago a French drain was installed 
alongside the southern end of runway 31, and many 
members will remember the outlet gushing with water 
during the Cornish wet season. Over the years, that 
flow diminished as the pipes inevitably silted up, the 
outlet became overgrown and the efficiency of the 
drain reduced to zero. Good land management has 
kept the runway open through some very wet weather, 
but it would be pleasing to see that neglected drain 
gushing again.
The first problem is finding the outlet. Lots of people 
think they know where it is, but when they come to 
look for it, it’s not there. Richard Saw has been out 
with the brush-cutter, but the outlet resolutely declines 
to appear. We will track it down, and do a test-bore to 
see if we can flush it out without digging it up.
Waterlogging has cost us days of flying in past 

winters, but when you discount the days lost to 
waterlogging which would in any case have 
been lost to bad weather, you find that you’re 
looking at a maximum of seven days in the 
worst year. So it’s not worth throwing vast 
amounts of money at the problem. It is 
however worth fixing, if it can be done cost-
effectively. We can certainly get some Cobra 
rodding equipment in to have a shot at it, and 
Howard Fawkes is making arrangements.
At the same time, the Board is talking about 
completing the mains water provision work 
that was begun a while ago. The missing link 
is outside the car park gate, where we’re going 
to have to thrust-bore or mole-plough under 
the access road. Howard Fawkes is also 
getting cost estimates for this.  

Weathering 
the storms

Sock seems stuck in position



Runway excursions and unstable approaches
By Nick Chittenden
As Cornwall Flying Club is a CAA-approved Declared 
Training Organisation we have a duty to disseminate 
pertinent safety information to club members. Like 
any safety-related article in this newsletter, the sole 
purpose is to educate and increase awareness. It is 
not to apportion blame, to identify or to belittle any 
individual. There are several links to CAA safety 
information and AAIB reports at the end of this article 
– all useful material to increase knowledge and 
understanding.
You are all doubtless aware of the overrun incident 
involving G-EGLA last November. Damage was 
minimal but, as the propeller hit a post while 
revolving slowly, the engine had to be stripped for 
shock load inspection. Providence indeed, one might 
say: there was no engine damage from the incident, 
but the camshaft and several followers were found to 
be badly spalled. If undetected this could well have 
resulted in sudden and significant power loss. The 
unexpected engine overhaul is the reason for EGLA 
not being back on the line as yet.
It’s fair to say that, while the runways at Bodmin are 
long enough for normal operations, there is little 
margin for error. For instance, landing on 13 with 
zero wind, insufficient flap selected, too high an 

approach speed and wet grass would erode any 
remaining margin of safety. The AAIB has previously 
noted that were we to apply the ‘public transport 
factor’ of 1.43 to our calculated landing distances, 
then the runways are too short to operate the 
C152/172/182. We are not operating to public 
transport criteria and there is no legal requirement for 
us to add such a factor – however, we need to 
mitigate risk at far as practical. Strategies are listed 
below. This list is not exhaustive.

1. Use an aiming point on the runway
Always identify and use an aiming point on the 
runway. The approach isn’t stable if the aircraft is 
listlessly drifting down to arrive ‘somewhere’. Your 
aiming point should be close to or at the threshold; 
as you close the throttle and begin to flare you will 
overfly that initial aiming point with the aim of 
touching down a short distance into the runway. If 
you are too high or fast over the aiming point, go-
around immediately.
2. Use the correct configuration for landing, and 
practice the go-around
For higher performance aircraft, consider using any 
short field technique outlined in the AFM or POH. 
Use full flap and the correct approach speed for 
weight and configuration. Regularly practice the 
correct go-around procedure for your aircraft. Bear in 
mind that you don’t need to initially practice with the 
engine running, or even in the aircraft. A go-around 
isn’t the time to whip out a checklist, so memorise 
the drill and practice at home until you’ve got the drill 
off pat. Then practice touch drills in the aircraft with 
the engine shut down (costs you £0 and is time well 
spent) and then go and fly. Practice go-arounds at 
altitude, then practice in the circuit. Never be afraid 
to go-around.
3. Slope and wind direction
Two of the overrun accidents – both resulting in 
written off aircraft, but thankfully without injury – 
happened on runway 13 in light or tailwind 
conditions. Runway 13 has significant downslope on 
the last 200 metres and both aircraft ran off the end 
into the roadway. Bodmin is an unlicensed airfield 
and the pilot in command ultimately has the choice 
of runway. State your intention clearly – if a change 
of runway is necessary then give the duty manager 
and any other traffic time to implement the change 

Bodmin: limited room for error
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(including moving the signals) before making your 
approach. If there’s no other traffic you can state 
your intention and land as you wish, but keep a 
good lookout – not all aircraft have radio.
4. Runway surface
Bodmin airfield usually remains remarkably dry and 
usable all year round. The off-runway areas are cut 
short in the autumn and remain so through the 
winter. It’s noticeable that those who fly STOL, 

vintage and tailwheel aircraft at Bodmin show a 
marked tendency to land in the off-runway areas 
during the winter. The grass is longer, has a better 
root structure and is quite a lot stiffer, which tends to 
aid water drainage and braking. Also, any 
inadvertent wheel locking does not tear up the 
runway proper. Using the grass just off the edge of 
the runway is an excellent compromise. Be wary of 
taxiing aircraft and consider using the north or west 
side by preference. And don’t have one wheel in the 
long grass and one in the short; be off the runway, 
or on it.
4. The roll out and use of brakes
It should go without saying that we all try to touch 
down correctly, the stick hard back against the stop 
for a delicious ‘greaser’. Keep the stick hard back 

during the entire landing roll. The three effects of 
holding the nosewheel off for as long as possible 
are, a) the nose gear gets less load placed upon it, 
b) the deflected tailplane is producing as much 
downforce (therefore drag) as possible, and c) the 
main gear is having that downforce applied to it. All 
these factors help shorten the landing roll. Don’t 
brake just after touchdown; the wing is still 
producing a considerable amount of lift (even down 
to typically 25-20 kts airspeed) so the wheels are 
not fully supporting the weight of the aircraft, the 
tyres won’t grip and heavy braking will lock the 
wheels. Concentrate on keeping the aircraft 
straight, holding the stick hard back and then brake 
when the aircraft is slow enough for the tyres to grip 
and braking to be effective. If you didn’t touch down 
near to your desired spot, and certainly no further 
than half way down the runway, go-around. If the 
grass is at all wet then use ‘cadence’ braking; gently 
dabbing the brakes on and off to reduce the 
possibility and effect of locking a wheel. A locked, 
skidding wheel offers virtually no braking action nor 
directional control.
5. Who is in command?
When two pilots are flying together, be certain and 
brief as to who is in command. Not an issue with 
PPL students but for licence holders flying together, 
whether they be on a training, recurrency or private 
flight, be clear as to who is PIC and the role of each 
crew member; the landing is not the place for that 
discussion.
Here are two AAIB reports on overruns at Bodmin 
Airfield:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/
54230046e5274a1317000a9f/
Reims_Cessna_F152__G-BMFZ_07-10.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/
5ad705ebed915d32a65dbce9/
Cessna_182T_Skylane_G-LANS_05-18.pdf
The CAA publications below contain useful 
information and performance data for operating 
from grass airfields. Particularly note the increments 
to be added for slope and surface conditions.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/
33/20130121SSL07.pdf
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/
33/20130121SSL12.pdf
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/
33/1%20Unstable%20Approaches.pdf
This last article is about camshaft spalling:
https://www.savvyaviation.com/wp-content/uploads/
articles_eaa/EAA_2012-09_cam-distress.pdf

Potential for serious embarrassment
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Mechanical matters
The news on G-CEYH is rather better than we had 
feared. After paying for extensive corrosion work on 
the airframe last year we were prepared to find 
internal horrors when the wings were taken off during 
the annual – the worst-case scenario was that it could 
have been a write-off, as happened to a Newquay 
aircraft in recent times. But while a certain amount of 
treatment was needed, it wasn’t as bad as it could 
have been, and YH now comes back into service in 
good fettle. 
The news on G-EGLA is also promising, although the 
Club has had to find £4,700 for some of the engine 
work it’s had in the past two months. While the 
insurance covered the vast majority of the shock-load 
testing required after she came off the end of the 
runway, problems were found that were not related to 
the incident – see Nick Chittenden’s safety article 
above – which were not covered. 
We’ve not been in a tearing hurry to get LA back on 
the flightline because it’s the quietest time of year, the 
weather’s disgusting, and we’ve got G-BBNZ on a 
rolling lease to cover. We talked last year about 
leasing rather than owning aircraft, and the 
experience we’re getting with ‘Beans’ is giving us 
more food for thought. Leasing costs slightly more per 
hour flown, unless you get problems with your own 
aircraft, in which case ownership can drive you to the 
poorhouse. Our recent problem with SM, which 
started making metal and needed a new engine last 
year, illustrates the point – that cost us the thick end 
of £20,000. The fixed cost of leasing is an advantage. 
The leasing companies reckon they have to have 
around 25 GA aircraft in the field before they can 
comfortably ride the costly shocks that crop up.
The other consideration is the CAA’s consultation on 
allowing ab initio training on Permit aircraft. There are 
many, many factors to consider in this regard, but the 
reason the Cessnas are soldiering on after 40 or 
more years is that they can withstand the sort of use 
that most Permit aircraft could not; they’re not going 
to fade away. It’s hard to think of a Permit aircraft or 
microlight that could survive being bashed on the 
ground a dozen times a day, year in, year out. That’s 
why the Cessnas’ values hold up – one leasing 
company estimated SM, with her new engine, to be 
worth £45,000. While the Permit consultation is a 
factor, we’ll keep the situation under review.
Looking ahead to the summer, we hope to keep 
BBNZ on the strength in order to offer something 
most flying clubs can’t – a touring aircraft that 
members will be able to take away for longer periods. 
Our own aircraft are needed for training and can’t be 

allowed to disappear for days at a time; an extra 
plane, especially a four-seater, could be a very 
attractive proposition, particularly if a number of 
members wanted to go adventuring together. There 
are some issues to address – we don’t have the 
resources to retrieve an aircraft that goes tech in 
somewhere like Bulgaria for instance, or even 
Belgium – but we’re looking for ways around them. 
– Pat Malone

YH – good as new

Here comes summer!
Spring is here! (Don’t look out of the window.) Days 
are getting longer, weather’s picking up (fingers 
crossed) and pilots who have hibernated over the 
winter are thinking of polishing off the rust and 
getting back into the air. 
If you’re planning a post-winter checkout with an 
instructor, why not incorporate some instrument 
flying into the exercise? As you probably know, 
we’re very keen to promote the IMC Rating, or 
indeed any instrument flying proficiency – why not 
think about doing the five-hour instrument course 
suggested by Terry Earl, which could get you out of 
a jam, and would count towards your IMC rating if 
you decided to do it. And as we said in the last 
newsletter, we’re offering a ten percent discount on 
aircraft hire for instrument training.
We’ve also arranged with Perranporth to have use 
of their Frasca 142 simulator, at £40 an hour. Two 
hours in the sim knocks two hours off the IMC 
Rating flying training requirement, so it represents 
a worthwhile saving. And we’ve arranged a 50 
percent discount on landing fees at Newquay, so 
you can practice instrument approaches less 
expensively.
The ability to fly confidently on instruments could 
one day save your life. Have a word with CFI Bruce 
Abbott, any instructor, or the Duty Manager to 
make arrangements. 



New light on an old favourite
So you think you know the Harvard? Think again. 
The story of the world’s most successful advanced 
military trainer is so convoluted and there are so 
many tangled roots and branches of the family tree 
that it takes a total obsessive to unravel them. Step 
forward our own Martin Pengelly, who probably 
knows more about the type than anyone in Britain, 
and who gave our February AEROCLUB a 
fascinating insight into the development of a 
classic.
The Harvard – and I use the name as a blanket 
term, because the type had so many names and 
designations that it’s virtually impossible to keep 
track – started as the NA-16 in 1935 and was still in 
service with the RAF (or Qinetiq, actually, at 
Boscombe Down) 81 years later in 2016. It has 
trained hundreds of thousands of pilots worldwide, 

and it has probably been used by both sides in 
every serious conflict since the Second World War, 
inclusive. Versions helped train Japanese pilots, 
Luftwaffe pilots in Nazi Germany, Arabs and Israelis 
in 1948, Indians and Pakistanis before the 1971 
conflict – and some mounted guns, rockets and 
bombs on them and took the Harvard to war in 
Angola, the Congo, Algeria, Mozambique, anywhere 
a cheap ground attacker was needed. It was made 
under licence in every corner of the globe, it’s been 
manufactured using fabric, plywood, aluminium and 
plastic, and there are hundreds still plugging away 
around the world, cared for by passionate 
enthusiasts for the type. In terms of numbers 
produced and pilots trained, nothing comes close. 
The Harvard was the brainchild of Dutch 
Kindelberger, who moved from Douglas to North 
American in 1934 with engineer John Atwood and 
incorporated the aerofoil and other features from 
Douglas’s DC-1 and DC-2 – which they had 
designed – into the prototype Harvard in answer to 
a government call for a trainer to replace the 
Consolidated PT-1. Aviation was not a priority for 
the American military at the time – no warplane 
could attack across the oceans, isolationism was 
universally popular and the US Army Air Corps had 
only 180 pilots and three training bases, all in Texas. 
Backed by General Motors, the North American 
offer won the contract and set up a base in 
Inglewood, California, now the site of Los Angeles 
International Airport, with 150 staff. Within ten years, 
thanks to the coming of war, the workforce had 
expanded to 91,000, and they built 42,000 aircraft. 
The type quickly became international. Fokker took 
a licence to build it in the Netherlands, the Swedes 
built 113, some with Italian engines, two with a 
nosewheel. The Australians built a development of 
them under the name of Wirraway – these served in 

Harvard over Harlyn beach



Malaya and Papua New Guinea 
throughout the war and one of them 
shot down a Japanese Nakajima Ki-43 
Oscar. Argentina built them under 
licence, Mitsubishi took a few in the 
1930s, the Philippines, Thailand, 
Russia, Turkey, Belgium, Vietnam, 
Morocco, Taiwan, Saudi, Brazil, China 
– a list of countries that didn’t take the 
Harvard would be shorter. The Koreans 
put one on floats, the Canadians put 
them on skis, and when Canada was at 
war and America wasn’t they had to be 
flown up to the border, pulled over the 
line by a horse and cart and flown away 
on the other side. They made one 
model, the NA-44 ‘Super Harvard’ with 
a 750 hp Wright Cyclone engine, 

designed primarily for the Central 
and South American market – which 
was the fastest Harvard ever, good 
for 250 mph in 1938. Also in 1938 
the British came to North American 
looking for a trainer that could do 200 
mph and had four hours endurance, 
and the Harvard became the first 
American design to go into service in 
the UK. The French ordered 230 in 
1939, which soon fell into German 
hands and went to work with the 
Balkenkreuz painted over the 
roundel. In the Second World War a 
Mexican pilot became famous when 
he attacked a U-boat – didn’t hit it, 

but forced it to submerge.
And after the war you could get one for as 
little as $400, and lots of private owners did. 
They made good cropdusters, but the military 
began to run short of airframes so they 
started buying them back, and your $400 
suddenly became $8,000, when the 
government was paying. The plane found its 
way into countless films, from Tora Tora Tora 
to The Great Escape (go figure). In all, 
15,495 were built, and enough survive to 
make the Harvard a common sight at air 
shows around the world.
At the end of Martin’s talk Pete White 
thanked him profusely for giving us the 
benefit of his extensive research, and we left 
better-equipped for aviation quizzes of the 
future. Grateful thanks also to Dottie and 
Keith for providing the dinners.

Hardy Harvard survives cargo parachute clash

German Harvard, nicked off the French

They made lots



Aircraft at Croft Farm after Rotax thefts

Safety and 
security
By Jay Gates
The continuing thefts of Rotax engines from hangars 
at isolated rural airfields have focused attention on 
security, something we keep under constant review at 
Bodmin. I’ve been looking especially closely at safety 
and security recently as I update the airfield’s 
manuals, a process which has coincided with a spate 
of Rotax thefts up country – four were taken from 
aircraft at Croft Farm in Worcestershire in February 
and two from Coal Aston in Derbyshire in December. 
In all, 49 Rotax engines have been stolen in the UK in 
the last ten years, and none have been recovered; it 
is believed that all are moved abroad, probably within 
24 hours of the crimes.
While for obvious reasons I don’t want to outline our 
security arrangements in any detail, we have CCTV, 
our hangars are sturdy and the locks and chains are, 
as far as possible, up to the job of protecting them. 
We are currently looking at what more can be done, 
which includes making members aware of the role 
they can play both in protecting the airfield, and in 
protecting themselves if they believe they are being 
confronted by criminal activity.
In this we are guided by Devon & Cornwall Police, 
with whom we liaise regularly and closely, partly 
thanks to ‘Project Pegasus’, which is a police and 
Border Force initiative to protect general aviation 

airfields, and to co-opt GA pilots as their eyes and 
ears in places they don’t have the manpower to 
reach. Officers from the Counter Terrorism Network 
and Border Force came to the airfield last April to 
explain Project Pegasus at AEROCLUB, and a big 
part of their message was that if you see anything 
suspicious, call the hotline on 0845 277 7444 and 
quote Project Pegasus. You can also call 
Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111, or call the non-
emergency hotline 101 – quoting Project Pegasus 
will steer you directly to the right people. If it’s an 
emergency, of course, call 999.
Incidentally, the anti-terrorist hotline is 0800 789 321.
Police guidance is to keep the following in mind if you 
see suspicious activity.
• Do NOT take direct action.
• Do NOT confront the individual(s).
• Do NOT reveal your suspicions.
• DO record as many details as possible.
• DO notify the authorities as soon as possible.
To help the authorities, consider the following:

Scene inside a hangar



• Who did you observe?
• What exactly did you see? Be specific.
• Where did you see it?
• When did you see it?
• Why do you consider it to be suspicious?
Write down as much information as you can while it’s 
fresh in your mind and to ensure accuracy when 
passing is on to the police. The ability to recognise 
those engaged in reconnaissance could disrupt a 
planned theft, or a terrorist attack, and produce useful 
intelligence leads that may advance an investigation 
or result in the arrest of criminals. 
What constitutes potentially suspicious activity? Try 

significant interest being taken in the perimeter of the 
aerodrome; significant apparent interest in the 
location of our CCTV cameras; vehicles parked 
outside the airfield on several occasions, with more 
than one occupant, or which stay longer than usual; 
unusual interest or questions about staffing levels, 
staff routines, security and evacuation measures; and 
particularly, strangers in odd places, or at strange 
times. We recently had a report of people on the 
airfield at night, and while their presence was 
legitimate – we allow rabbit shooting by specific 
people in certain circumstances – we are very grateful 
to the man who reported their presence.

Project Pegasus
More widely, Project Pegasus seeks to tackle 
everything from people-smuggling to terrorism. The 
authorities know they can’t police every one of the 
thousands of potential landing sites in Britain – there 
are some 3,000 airfields in this country, and many 
more fields that could be used for nefarious flights. So 
they rely on the staff, members and pilots who know 
their own airfields, and their own areas, to tell them of 
something that doesn’t look right. 

The airfields they can’t cover are known as ‘non-
designated’ airfields, and Bodmin is among them. To 
accept flights outside of the UK, a non-designated 
airfield requires a Certificate of Agreement with the 
Border Force, which Bodmin possesses. By following 
the rules laid out in the GAR, we can accept flights 
departing or arriving from any destination. Any other 
airfield is only allowed to accept flights within the UK 
or within the EU, excluding the Channel Islands. 
Project Pegasus was set up more than ten years ago 
as a joint agency initiative between the Police and the 
Border Force who sought to enhance the ‘vigilance 
capacity’ of the general aviation world in order to 

tackle all forms of crime. 
Smuggling – people and drugs – 
can often involve a small airfield in 
Europe, and a small airfield in the 
UK. In 2017 a Lithuanian pilot was 
jailed for six years for attempting to 
smuggle three Albanians into 
Seething Airfield in Norfolk from 
Dinslaken airfield in Germany. In 
2016 a British pilot was sentenced 
to 19 years in jail for attempting to 
smuggle 34kg of cocaine into 
Breighton in Yorkshire. Many other 
cases of smuggling have been 
thwarted after intelligence was 
received from people at secluded 
airfields. At Bodmin, many of our 
members have strong links to the 
maritime community and the Police 
and Border Force operate a similar 

scheme covering small fishing ports, harbours, 
marinas, yacht clubs, wharves and slipways. It is 
called Project Kraken. Border Force recently 
prevented the smuggling of 29 Vietnamese citizens 
who had attempted to land at Newlyn in Cornwall. I 
have photographed the Border Force Cutter ‘Nimrod’ 
at Charlestown Harbour, near St. Austell when she 
was conducting 
anti-smuggling 
patrols off the 
South Cornish 
Coast in 
October 2018. 
Project 
Pegasus, through 
the provision of a localised contact number provides 
the GA community with a structure for the reporting of 
unusual activity or behaviour, and encourages us all 
to be extra vigilant in order to reduce the threat of 
terrorism and crime.
Project Pegasus produce advice, flyers and posters, 
of which I have a small number, for anyone in our 
neighbouring airfields who would want one for the 
Clubhouse notice board or hangar wall.

French people-smuggler’s PA-32 at Laddingford



South Petherwin children and helpers

Never too young…
We welcomed a large and enthusiastic group of 
schoolchildren from Class 2 at South Petherwin 
Primary School to the Club in February, showing 
them around the Tower, the hangars and the aircraft. 
They’ve responded by sending us drawings and 
letters of thanks, and invited Pete White to the 
school to talk to the children about planes and flying.
The visit owed a great deal to the presence of Club 
member Jack Madgwick, who is a teaching assistant 
at South Petherwin, and was organised under the 
auspices of the Bodmin Airfield charity run by Pete 
White, Feet off the Ground. The children visited on 
February 4th, which like almost every other day in 
February was one of foul weather, so they saw no 
flying.
Pete White welcomed the 28 children – aged 
between five and seven – and their teachers and 
assistants, and arranged to have them split into 
small groups of five or six to be shown around by a 
Club member. Our thanks go to the welcoming crew 
of (apart from Pete White) Ian Madgwick, Richard 
Saw, Dave James, Peter Chapman, Steve, Fiona, 
and Denis Wilkins, while Jay Gates and Jamie 
Wharram showed them the Tower.
Apart from the Tower, stopping points for each small 
group were the main hangar, where the children 
looked at Richard Saw’s Auster and the Club 
Cessnas; Corinne’s hangar, where they were 

fascinated to see her Pitts Special, and to hear 
that she built it herself; and the New Hangar, 
where Ian Madgwick introduced them to G-
BYNK. There was something of a bottleneck 
here because all the children (and the teachers) 
wanted to sit in the aircraft, and at one point we 
had three groups in and around the hangar. But 
everyone got to take the controls, and Derek 
Boyce took everybody’s picture.
Afterwards the children gathered in the 
clubhouse for Pete White to bid them farewell, 
and they’d clearly enjoyed the day – we didn’t 
know how much until we were sent their artwork 
and letters of thanks, which showed they’d had a 
day they won’t forget in a hurry. And who knows, 
we may see some of them again, not far into the 
future…

Ian Madgwick explains BYNK’s panel



Concorde comes to Bodmin
There’s a rare AEROCLUB treat 
in store on Wednesday March 
11th when we welcome the very 
last Concorde pilot, Captain Les 
Brodie, to Bodmin to talk about 
the supersonic airliner for which 
he was British Airways Training 
Manager during its final years in 
service. Capt Brodie has the 
distinction of having commanded 
the last-ever Concorde flight, 
delivering G-BOAF to Filton on 
November 26th 2003. The first 
British Concorde had taken off 
from the same runway on April 
9th, 1969. Alpha Foxtrot is now 
the centrepiece of the Bristol 
Aerospace Museum at Filton.

Let’s hope for good 
weather, which would allow Capt 
Brodie to fly down in the 1940 
Tiger Moth, G-AOBX, in which he 
has a seventh share with six 
other Concorde flight crew. With 
luck he will be accompanied by a 
fellow member of the Tiger Moth 
group, Concorde Flight Engineer Trefor Norcott. 
Between them they will be able to answer any 
Concorde question you have. For illustration purposes 
Cornwall Flying Club has been loaned a selection of 
Concorde parts owned by collector Avon Cayzer, to 
whom we are very grateful.

Les Brodie has had a fascinating career in 

aviation. He left school at 16 with a handful of O-levels 
and became a Post Office Telephones apprentice; he 
remembers hearing the report of that 1969 Concorde 
take-off on the van radio while he was up a telegraph 
pole. He had a trial lesson at Biggin Hill in 1970 but 
couldn’t afford to fly until he won £5,000 on the 
Premium Bonds. In 1972 he answered an advert in the 
Daily Express saying “You too can earn £3,000 a year 

as an airline pilot.” It was a promotion for 
the BEA/BOAC training scheme at 
Hamble, and Les enrolled on Course 721 
in 1972. By 1973 he was second pilot on 
BEA Tridents and when the amalgamation 
came he became a British Airways 
employee. 

In 1982, when the industry plunged into 
recession, he was offered either 
redundancy or a job as cabin crew – he 
took the latter, pushing a trolley while 
hoping one day to get back to the sharp 
end. In case it didn’t work out, he also 
started a successful building company, 
and actually built his own house in 
Twyford.

Within two years he was back on the 
flight deck, and in 1985 moved from 

Les Brodie (with co-pilot Mike Bannister) after landing the last Concorde

Les eases Concorde down for the last time



Tridents to the 737 with British Airtours before being 
accepted on Course 13 for Concorde in 1988. By 1993 
he was a Concorde simulator instructor, and in 1997 
he left to get his command on the 777. He became a 

line training captain on the 777 before being appointed 
BA Training Manager for Concorde, a position he held 
when the Air France Concorde crashed in Paris in 
2000. Les played a major part in the return-to-service 
programme for Concorde, and after the announcement 
that Concorde services would cease in 2003, he was 
part of the team that dispersed BA’s aircraft around the 
world, flying Alpha Golf to Seattle and Alpha Echo to 
Barbados.

The photographer who took the famous picture 
of Concorde banking over the Clifton Suspension 
Bridge has been showered with plaudits, but Les’s 
name is rarely mentioned in connection with the iconic 
photograph. In fact he flew the Cessna 150 in which he 
also had a share, G-AVJE, to Filton four times to 
ensure that the photographer’s helicopter would be 
positioned absolutely perfectly, and flew a well-

practised and inch-perfect turn in Concorde to make 
the picture possible. 

Talking of Concorde’s last landing, he says: “I 
determined to put all emotion aside on final approach, 
to forget the significance of the flight and concentrate 
on doing a professional job. So I blanked everything 
else out and looked at the end of the runway, listened 
for the height calls, felt for the ground effect – it was 
slightly unusual because I had to compensate for the 
gradient of the runway, but it all went as it should.

“The emotion came when I looked at the 
crowds, the people who had made Concorde and 
played a part in keeping her flying for 27 years, and 
who had come to say goodbye. I dipped her nose to 
every section of the crowd… I’m not an overly-
emotional man, but I cannot deny I was quite deeply 
affected.”

Les retired that year and became a part-time 
instructor on the C150 at Brize Norton, as well as 
flying business jet charters. His family connection 

with British Airways is maintained through his 
daughter Sarah, who flies the A320 for BA. He also 
maintains a connection with Concorde through the 
Filton museum, and was detailed to look after its 
Patron, the Princess Royal, last year when she 
attended a dinner to mark the 50th anniversary of the 
first British Concorde. During a tour of the aircraft he 
lowered the nose to demonstrate its operation to 
Princess Anne – who, it turned out, had flown in the 
right seat of the prototype with Brian Trubshaw in the 
sixties. When Les asked her whether she wasn’t 
trepidatious about flying an untried prototype, she 
replied that she had fallen off so many horses that 
she never worried about that sort of thing.

If you plan to attend, the bar will be open and 
dinner will be available on the night… please book 
with Pete White or Jay Gates ahead of time. 

The famous Clifton Bridge picture

Les welcomes the Princess Royal to Filton

Les Brodie with his Tiger Moth



It’s an ill wind spirits as a supercharged jetstream, originating in 
the region of the Texas Panhandle and blowing 
without kink, bend or dip in a 4000 mile straight 
line to north Cornwall, kept the strong westerly 
airflow running all week. And if Storm Ciara 
brought us the wind, it was Storm Dennis on the 
following weekend that brought us the rain. In a 24 
hour period we recorded 38mm of rain on the 
airfield, or 1.5 inches. By the end of February 16th 
Bodmin Airfield had already passed the average 
rainfall total for the month. The monthly rainfall 
average comparison shot up from 73% on the 15th 
to 109% on the 16th. 
However, the wind kept blowing, and maximum 
gusts just below 50 knots were recorded for the 
three days that Storm Dennis affected us, which 
helped with water ablation, evaporation and 
drainage of the airfield and prevented us from 
looking like some of the low-lying airfields around 

the country, especially those close to major river 
systems. RAF Credenhill in Herefordshire (River 
Wye) has recorded 278% of average monthly 
rainfall by February 28th, and RAF Shawbury in 
Shropshire (River Severn) has recorded 271% of 
average monthly rainfall. You’ll get a good idea of 
the devastation the heavy rainfall has caused by 
looking at Welshpool Airfield in mid Wales – the 
flood photograph was taken on February 23rd. And 
they were only one of many airfields to suffer 
around the country. As things turned out, no flying 
was possible at Bodmin between February 13th 
and 25th, which further assisted the airfield to drain.
But it’s an ill wind that blows nobody any good, and 
despite the weather, some aviation records were 
set. On February 9th, at the height of Storm Ciara, 
with a powerful 265mph Jetstream on its tail, a 

By Jay Gates
Well, February turned out to be a month of extremes 
if ever there was one. We had highs and lows – 
literally – and if anyone thought that January was a 
meteorological high, then February quickly assumed 
that mantle quite early on. The lows were not even 
weather-related, but rather more operational. 
February was certainly a month of severe weather 
which came on at the end of the first week when the 
opening storm of the month, Ciara, started to make 
herself known on the 7th. In the space of just a few 
hours the wind speed increased in the afternoon 
from a sedate 12 knots to a challenging 29 knots. 
From then on the weekend went quickly downhill, 
and by Sunday we had recorded a maximum wind 

speed of 65 knots, which under the Beaufort Scale is 
officially a Force 12 hurricane, the highest category 
on the scale where winds over 64 knots are no 
longer scaled. 
The definition of wind speeds this severe on the 
scale is given in some publications as “Very rarely 
experienced. On land devastation occurs. Violence 
and destruction.” Luckily for us the only devastation 
was the Trago Hangar eaves flashing being torn and 
severely bent, a bad ground runway marker being 
split in two, and a section of the car park fencing 
being blown over. Storm Ciara also brought another 
record of sorts when the atmospheric pressure fell to 
a mighty low of 966 hPa – so there was a colossal 
spread of 85 hPa over the month from the record 
high of 1050 hPa in January. The passing of Ciara 
after three days did not dampen the weather gods’ 

Welshpool in the dry… Welshpool in the wet…



British Airways flight broke the Transatlantic subsonic 
aircraft speed record when as flight Boeing 747-400 
G-CIVP, operating as BA112, flew from New York’s 
JFK Airport to London Heathrow in 4 hours 56 
minutes, as opposed to the more usual 6 hours 30 
minutes. It was the first-ever flight to complete the 
sector in under five hours, and at times (over 
Newfoundland) it recorded a ground speed of 
825mph, or a blistering 1,327kph. The club is proud 
to have as flying members at least three current or 
retired BA 747-400 Captains in Ian Madgwick, Roger 
Pugh and Chris Hickling. Three other flights that 
night completed the JFK-LHR flight in under 5 hours, 
and it wasn’t only British records that were set – 
KLM664, another Boeing 747-400 (PH-BFW), 
operating between JFK and Amsterdam completed 
the flight in 5 hours 25 minutes instead of the usual 
seven hours, which is a record for a flight to a 
continental European destination. The KLM aircraft, 
also whilst over Newfoundland, recorded a maximum 
ground speed of 819mph. 
There was an even quicker flight that night. It was 
also a British Airways flight, but not flying on the 
‘Blue Riband’ New York to London route. Flight 

BA212 operated by a 747-400 and flying between 
Boston Logan Airport and Heathrow completed the 
flight in 4 hours 47 minutes. Prior to that astonishing 
set of overnight Transatlantic flights, the record had 
been held by a Norwegian Airlines Boeing 787-9 
flying between JFK and Gatwick – it completed the 
flight in 5 hours 13 minutes in January 2018. Of 
course, none of these records hold a candle to the 

G-CIVP, Ian Madgwick’s place of work

Storm days at Bodmin in February



JFK-LHR record set at 2 hours and 53 minutes, held 
by a British Airways Concorde and set way back on 7th 
February 1996. The captain, Tim Orchard, also set a 
world record for the fastest bicycle when he rode his 
little daughter’s bike down the aisle from back to front 
at Mach 2.
In fact between February 7th and 28th, which is where 
the records for the month are up to as I write, the wind 
gusts have only dropped below 30 knots, or gale 
force, on three days. The table of wind speeds 

recorded at Bodmin over this period gives you an idea 
of the operational problems we experienced over the 
month with almost continual gale warnings, and the 
oft-quoted apology ‘Sorry - Gale Blowing - Airfield 
Closed – No Flying Today’.
So knowing how shabby the weather has been 
throughout February, it comes as no surprise that, 
operationally, things were a bit quieter than normal. 
Out of 28 days to date there have only been seven 
days where a decent programme of flying took place, 
with two more days where only one flight managed to 
take off and land again. Most important, we have lost a 
total of 19 days where no flying could take place 
whatsoever. That is more than two-thirds of the 
available month with little or no revenue earned – and 
it doesn’t end there either. With Storm Jorge bearing 
down on us it is fully expected that the rest of the 
month will end up as ‘no-fly’ days.
We recorded 132 movements in February which, like 
January, is not shabby when the lost days are factored 
in. But it compares poorly to February 2019 when we 
recorded 314 movements, and February 2018 where 
we had 303 movements. Unsurprisingly, the fuel 
figures follow that poor pattern, with only 820 litres 
being dispensed in the whole month, compared to 
2,130 litres in February 2019 and 2,100 litres in 
February 2018. Let’s hope things improve in March.

Almost all movements recorded in February were 
either club based or from local airfields around 
Devon and Cornwall, the only exception being a 
single Robinson R44 helicopter which arrived from 
Wycombe Air Park for fuel.
Despite the poor weather, work around the airfield 
continues. The damage caused by Storm Ciara has 
now been repaired, with Roger Davis resetting the 
car park fence that was blown down, and the end of 
runway bad ground marker at the Runway 31 starter 

extension also being repaired after splitting 
in the high winds. This sign will be replaced 
in due course as the plywood boards are 
rotting. The Trago Hangar eaves were 
repaired by our old friend Steve Farnell, 
who together with a work colleague also 
repaired the broken pier brickwork and 
replaced the damaged gutters that were 
destroyed by the ‘Beast from the East’ last 
year. 
We are always proud of the work that we 
put into our estate management, so much 
so that the Country Landowners 
Association think we should be awarded a 
Land Stewardship grant. This is something 
we shall be looking into. As far as Land 
Stewardship goes, we have just completed 
the annual hedge boxing around the airfield 
perimeter with Pete Best, our local farmer, 

taking his hedge cutter and squaring off all the 
hedges along the Cardinham and Airfield Lanes, 
while also cutting back the undergrowth between the 
lane verges and the hedges. Pete Best’s father, 

Colin, has also been in to tend to the molehills that 
have made an appearance close to the threshold of 
Runway 03. They are coming across from Cardinham 
Downs which appears to have a mole infestation. 
Colin had already cleared moles from the Runway 13 
threshold. It is a problem that is going to continue 

Record-breaking jetstream winds

Trago Hangar repairs



until such time as the Cardinham Downs landowners 
remove the moles from the common land opposite the 
airfield. The flora and fauna continue to flourish, 
despite the weather; the daffodils are making a strong 
showing, joining the primroses in a colourful display. A 
family of jackdaws look like they have chosen the 
Trago Hangar for a nesting site, and join the long-
established one in Hangar 3. 
Roger is continuing with his renewal of the clubhouse 
cladding and is now looking at starting to replace the 
side wall facing the signal square, adjacent to the bar 
area. Roger has also replaced a cooker extractor unit 

in the Diner, together with the pipes through the roof 
space so that they vent on the outside of the kitchen. 
Roger is also about to complete the curtain wall 
around the base of the kitchen. 
The stainless steel CFC logo above the front door is 
already showing signs that it is not so stainless! 
Howard Fawkes will be taking it to his workshop to rub 
it down, buff it up and give it a lacquer coat so that it 
really does shine. And after many years our resident 
airfield cat Egla – or Tiddles – now has a way to get in 
and out of the clubhouse without having to wait for a 
club member to open the door for her. Jamie Wharram 
has fitted a cat flap on the back door, which Egla has 
already trialled successfully. It gives her the option of 
having a warmer place to sleep than her bespoke 
Hangar 3 dome home on the coldest of nights. 
On the social side we had a magnificent talk by Martin 
Pengelly on the passion of his life, the history of the 
Harvard – see full report in this newsletter. Martin now 
takes his show on the road and has already got two 
bookings for the talk across Devon and Cornwall. 
There’s a lot of interest in Les Brodie’s Concorde talk 
on March 11th, so if you want to eat, please book early.
Bodmin Airfield continues with its community outreach 
activities and, despite the weather, February brought 
us a visit from the Year 2 pupils of the South Petherwin 
Primary School, located near Launceston – again, an 

event covered in full in this newsletter. Pete 
White was asked to come to the school to give 
the children a talk on his life in aviation and the 
work that Pete’s charity, FOG, conducts, and 
there will be a report on his visit in the next 
newsletter. 
As always, it’s nice to see old members dropping 
in from time to time to say hello. On February 8th 
we had an introductory flight booked in the name 
of Nick Goff which, naturally, raised no eyebrows. 
On his arrival, Nick informed us that he was an 
original member of Cornwall Flying Club, and his 
membership went back to 1973. He flew with his 
wife Sue in G-BBNZ with Sandy Wilkinson, and 
enjoyed his flight immensely as it brought back 
so many memories. The photograph of Nick and 
Sandy together brings over 150 years of life 
experiences! Nick currently resides in North 
Wales, in that lovely village on Anglesey, the 
name of which only a Welshman can say, namely 
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysili
ogogogoch. When I asked Nick how he migrated 
from Bodmin to Anglesey, he sent us a lovely 
background story to his time here at the club and 
his route to the north and west. His story goes:
“While working as a sales rep for an agricultural 
company I used to call on Terry Cox. He told me 
about this airfield that Mike Robertson (the Trago 
Mills bloke) was building near Terry's farm at 
Cardinham. Terry took me along and introduced 
me to Mike. Around about the same time Terry 
and I went into partnership with an aircraft, 
namely a Beagle Pup (G-AWYO). I see from my 
log book, the first entry is on 16th October 1973 
with CFI Dickie Smerdon in an Aircoupe, there 
being two such aircraft on the airfield, G-AROR 
and G-ARHC. The Limited club was formed 
around the same time and I became Company 
Secretary with Terry Cox as Company Chairman. 
I see that I soloed around about 12 hours in. My 
log book info, also suggests that I qualified in 
May 1974 with 40 hours plus. At some point 
along the way there was a falling out between 
Mike Robertson and Terry Cox but I can’t 
remember why. I also recall Terry going into 
partnership with Ron Jackman in a Cessna 172, 
so I bought out his share in the Beagle Pup. By 
this time a second Pup (NL) had joined the 
hangar under the ownership of the Dingle 
brothers, whose father had previously owned the 
farm on which the airfield now stood. Noting 
again from my log book, the last entry in April 
1979 suggests that at that time I was promoted 
to South Wales working for English China Clays.”
Nick gave up flying when he moved to Wales 
and, now retired, he let us know that his flight 
with Sandy was his first for over 40 years. 

Sandy with 1973 member Nick Goff



Fuelling adventures
By Dave James
My M108 is high wing and uses a Rotax engine, 
which normally sips mogas from the long-range tanks 
rated at 110 litres usable. I find refuelling via jerrycans 
a precarious business, even with an adequately high 
set of steps. I am always afraid of spilling fuel over the 
transparencies, or even myself. This was made worse 
for me by a troublesome shoulder injury caused by an 
accident a few years ago. 
All this prompted me to start making up a pump 
assembly that could be powered from either a jump-
start type Li-ion battery or the aircraft’s LiFePO4 
battery itself through its handy cigar socket outlet. 
Care is needed here, as many such 12V pumps will 
cope with diesel but not mogas – and especially that 

containing ethylene, which can now be at 5% or 
even 10%. It should be explosion-proof, with a 
suitable case to transport all the necessary 
hoses and so on.  Fortunately I found a 

commercial product that was just the ticket: a 
very neat explosion proof pump and associated 
accessories, all housed in a portable, 
weatherproof case that exactly fits the bill.  
I started off using mogas in my aircraft but 
quickly transferred to UL91, which is after all 
what all of us should be using wherever possible; 
lead pollution is terrible scourge, and we can do 
our bit to help reduce it further. Across the 
Atlantic, while aviation fuel as a whole is a small 
segment of the fossil fuel industry, it’s 
responsible for HALF of the airborne lead 
pollution from ALL sources in the USA.  

See author’s note on indoor refuelling



The pump itself is aviation grade, of much higher 
quality than those intended for the automotive 
market. This photo shows the orange case and its 
contents.          
The GasTapper fuel handling product range is 
offered by GenTAP, Phoenix and this is the 12V GT 
Max. All the 3/8” OD hoses are good quality anti-
static, and there is a remote air activated (squeeze 
bulb) safety switch, plenty of 12V cable terminated 
in a standard vehicle type cigar-lighter plug.  A 
spare nylon mesh filter is included, along with a 
couple of clever plastic hose retainer clips that 
facilitate clipping to a variety of different container 

or tank ports – if you dare. Importantly it can handle 
up to a 20’ lift (self-priming). Although the rate is 
relatively low compared to a commercial full service 
metered pump, I find it nevertheless convenient, 
safe and above all free of splashes or spills.
I normally pump from 20 litre jerrycans, so each 
takes about five minutes, which is fine for me; after 
all, I live in North Devon… 
Is it expensive? Yes, at $185 US + taxes/import, but 
I consider it worth it, especially in view of the neat, 
weatherproof case (14” x 12” x 5”), which at 3.5 kg 
is possible to take on board if you wanted to 
maximise the chances of refuelling from a vehicle 

tank somewhere remote.  With this notion in mind, 
the case also contains several specially tailored 
PTFE hoses and funnel to make sure one can 
readily extract mogas from any vehicle – and that 
includes neatly overcoming the anti-theft measures 
built into the filler cap assembly on almost all new 
vehicles. 
One important action after use is to raise the case to 
about shoulder height and allow the fuel to drain out 
before placing the hoses back. This is a very well 
designed and manufactured product, and whilst 
rather expensive, does the job really well.   
By the way, NEVER transfer fuel in the hangar!  To 
meet our Editor’s draconian deadline, the posed 
photo had to be taken indoors as it was blowing a 
gale outside, with hail or rain almost continuously 
all day.
One very good rotary hand pump suitable for 
pumping from 200 litre (nom.) drums is the Hi-Flo 
one from New Pig, Glasgow. All the materials are 
well chosen, the hand operation really easy and 
fast and the hose of proper anti-static type. There is 
a #80 mesh strainer built into the inlet end.  
In the photo, friend Dave Ost shows the lack of 
excitement in pumping UL91 using one of these 
pumps.  Note the robust Drumright drum wrench, 
zinc plated cast iron.  Do not be tempted to buy one 
of those high density plastic ones described as 

indestructible: they are not, as I found out to my 
cost.  Finally, an excellent fire extinguisher to have 
to hand when re-fuelling – we always use one, don’t 
we? – is the single-use JE-50, readily available for 
less than £40 inc. VAT. It weighs only 0.5 kg so is a 
candidate for on-board use, too. A handy belt holster 
is available that is very suitable for work around the 
airfield, especially for re-fuelling.  These 
extinguishers have a five year life, can be used on 
all types of fire, and exploit new technology that is 
totally different from conventional extinguishers.

Don’t buy plastic

JE-50 extinguisher – recommended

Drama-free pumping



Dates for 
your diary
AEROCLUB: 

March 11  Capt Les Brodie 
(with Flight Engineer Trevor Norcott)
The last pilot to fly Concorde

April 8 Helen Doe
My dad was a Battle of Britain pilot!
October 14 Polly Vacher
Life after Flying… A Donkathon!
October 18 Bryan Pill
‘Keys don’t float’ – Everything you need 
to know about flying floatplanes

2020 FOG events at Bodmin: 
May 9 (Sat)   Action Stations - Help for Heroes  
May 29 – 31 (Fri-Sun) Devon Scout Aerocamp     
June 13th (Sat) Bader Braves 
July 3 - 5 (Fri-Sun) Cornwall Scout Aerocamp       

Fly-ins and other events: 
April 14/15 Wing Walking (plus other dates TBC)
May 9 Action Stations Fly-in (VE Day)
May 9/10 TMT Tiger Moth flights (other dates TBC)
May 16/17 TOPNAV (Book at www.rin.org.uk )
July 6 -10 School Activities week 
July 18/19 VAC Fly-in weekend. Vintage Aircraft  
Club are our special guests
August 2 Lundy Sunday Fly Out. (PPR essential 
07805 805679/01752 406660)
Sept 12 Cornwall Strut Fly-in. Open to all, with 
vintage and classic vehicles

GASCo Dunker Day
GASCo is running a Dunker Course at the RNLI 
College at Poole on March 11th and 12th, and all are 
invited. The ‘Ditching and Sea Survival Seminar’ is 
particularly pertinent to those who spend a significant 
amount of time flying over water, and concentrates on 
how best to ditch, how to get out of an aircraft that is 
sinking, and how to give yourself the best chance of 
surviving in the sea. The seminar runs for two days; the 
first covers a simulated rescue in the RNLI’s sea 
survival pool, the second takes you to Andark’s 
underwater escape trainer at Swanwick. Price is £275 
per person for Day One, £190 for Day Two. Book online 
at gasco.w4x4.com.

For details: Pete White     pete@aeronca.co.uk 01752 406660 07805 805679

http://www.rin.org.uk
mailto:pete@aeronca.co.uk
mailto:pete@aeronca.co.uk
http://www.rin.org.uk


Wing Walking At Bodmin 
Airfield!          2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This unique Wing Walking Experience 
is now available at Bodmin Airfield, 
Cornwall; Dunkeswell Airfield, Devon; 
and Breighton Airfield in Yorkshire.  

 Mike Dentith, the pilot, flies the Boeing 
Stearman used for this special event 
and he is an extremely experienced 
wing walking and display pilot. 

Both aircraft and pilot have featured 
on television on several occasions 
including when Phillip Schofield 
walked aloft for the Duke of 
Edinburgh Awards Challenge 
programme. 

Charity sponsored flights are welcome. 

For more details please contact; 

Wing Walk Displays 01285 720900 
info@wingwalkdisplays.co.uk 
www.wingwalkdisplays.co.uk 




